
KARISSA FANNING BUSINESS PLAN

Model-turned-designer Karissa Fanning has just split from Mick . the best of friends, and Karissa set up a bridal
business in , The Lane.

In Fanning's book Surf For Your Life, he described the agony of being the first person in his family to learn of
Sean's death, and having to tell both his mother and father the devastating news. I just thought when that wave
came through that he'd gone. Fanning and Dalton married on the Gold Coast in  Ms Fanning said unlike many
other surfers' wives and girlfriends, she doesn't go on tour with her husband full time, preferring to stay in
Australia to grow her business. Larger text size Very large text size After seven years of marriage, pro surfer
Mick Fanning and his wife, event stylist Karissa Dalton have announced their separation. Just got some
personal stuff going on at home, and just yeah, it's sort of heavy to talk about right now," he told reporters
after coming out of the water. Celebrity shoots: The Lane has worked on some high-profile celebrity shoots in
the past, including with Bambi Northwood-Blyth Hiding her heartache: And while Karissa will undoubtedly
be in pain right now, The Lane will continue to thrive While Karissa predominantly stays away from the
media â€” preferring to let her sumptuous blog to do the talking â€” she is also more than happy to work with
people who do like to seek out the limelight. Credit:Getty In a statement released on Sunday , the year-old
surfer said he had "nothing but love and respect" for Dalton, but the pair have decided to go their separate
ways The news comes following six months of rumours that the couple's marriage had ended, which was
denied by both Fanning's management and mother. He said his brother's death helped him focus on achieving
his dream of become a pro-surfer - something he and Sean had wanted to do together. Family is extremely
important to Fanning - whose first call following his terrifying shark attack was to his mother Elizabeth
Osborne. Fanning has thanked his wife for her support over the years â€” no easy feat when one considers the
stress of international competition, the death of his two brothers and one very public near-death experience.
One Facebook user dubbed the surfer as 'the next Chuck Norris', while another wrote: 'This guy is my hero'.
Karissa first collaborated with the illustrious title, Vogue Australia, to celebrate the first anniversary of her
company in with a sponsored giveaway, and she regularly appears at functions like the GQ Awards with her
former husband. Dalton and Fanning in happier times. The organisation initially announced the shock attack
on Facebook, writing: 'Sharks are in the lineup. On Sunday, Fanning described the moment he realised a great
white shark was behind him as terrifying, saying: 'I was waiting for the teeth to come at me. Thanks so much.
Confirming the split: Six months after the publication of the New Idea article, Fanning and Dalton confirmed
they had split in a statement on Fanning's Facebook page. Ms Osborne was watching from her Gold Coast
living room when the shark attack was broadcast on live TV. In , when Fanning famously fought off a shark in
the J-Bay Open in South Africa, the pair had reportedly already split, but decided to give marriage another try
after the scare. Mick Fanning and his wife Karissa Dalton have announced their separation. The couple
married in , after meeting through mutual friends in  Young love: Fanning first met Dalton back in through
mutual friends. Ms Fanning is an event stylist who founded her own wedding website The Lane, which she
runs from the Gold Coast. He punched it and tried to use his board to wedge between himself and the animal.
We have shared plenty of great times but more importantly she has helped me through some of the toughest
moments in my life, especially this past year. The rumour mill: News of Fanning and Dalton's separation first
came in August, when New Idea reported the couple had gone their separate ways some months earlier, before
the shark attack. Two years later, Fanning proposed to Dalton â€” then just 23 years old â€” and the two set
about deciding how their careers could co-exist.


